We claim there exist ^,6^(N;Xfc+i) such that G^a = gi,a for all aeXfe : Write G^ = S^*^).^-BY ^ f 01 "
111^ division algorithm and p y.ojasiewicz's inequality [27, IV.4 .1], each G,,pis the restriction to X^ of a <^00 function which is flat on X^+i. Let aeXk -X^+i. Since / is % 700 and the 9 1 are analytic, then, regarding both a and y as variables Then (10.6) implies that ^ G,"^ (a)M7a! is the formal Taylor series of a G°^ at a. By Whitney's extension theorem [27,1.4 .1] and Hestenes's lemma [37, IV.4.3] , there exists ^,e^(N;Xfe+i) such that G^a = gi,a, for all aeXk, as claimed.
To finish the proof, we must express / in terms of the columns ô and Remark 6.7, there exist unique r|,^(}0 ^ ^2 such that ^ -T|^ e â nd supp TI,, n 9l^(^) = 0. Write r|,,, = (r|,i^,..., r|^,) and T1y,a(^) = E^y,p(^)/, 7 = 1, ..., ^. By (4), the r|y,p(a) extend to Xk as quotients of analytic functions. By the uniqueness of formal division, r|yo(fc-a+y) = r|^(y), for b in some neighborhood of a in X^ -X^+i (cf. the proof of Corollary 7.7 (3)). Thus the r|y^ are the formal power series expansions at a of analytic functions rjy defined in a neighborhood of X,, -Xfc+i.
If a e X, -X,^ , then /, = ^ G,X = ^ T^G,,X . Put H,,, = Let K = R or C. Let M and N denote analytic manifolds (overK), and let (p : M -> N be an analytic mapping. Let A and B be p x q and p x r matrices of analytic functions on M, respectively. We use the notation of 8.2. If a e M, let ^ = {G e 6^: <I^(G) e Im B,}.
Let ^ <= 6^1 denote the sheaf of (^-modules generated by the columns of B. Let U be a coordinate neighborhood of some point in M, with coordinates Xi, ...,x^, say. By Theorem 7.4, the diagram of initial exponents 91 (^) c: N" 1 x {l,... ,p} is Zariski semicontinuous on U. Thus, after perhaps shrinking U, there is a filtration by closed analytic subsets, U=Xo=>Xi => ... =>X^+i =0, such that 91 (^) is constant on each X^ -X^+i. Let fceN. The following proposition shows that ^ is constant on every connected component of (X.-X^On^P" 1^) , ^-0, ...,t. Proof. -We can assume that U (respectively, N) is an open neighborhood of the origin in K'" (respectively, K"), and that q>(0) = 0 and b = 0. We identify (the components of) (p and / and (the entries 
where a (respectively, P) denotes a multiindex in N" (respectively, N"). Thus
where the H^ converge in a common neighborhood of 0 (which we can take to be U Let a e S and let h^(y) = ^ H^(a)^7a!. By Theorem 6.2, there exist a unique q^(y)^^a and ^(y)e^ such that (a,,7,) + supp^ c: A;, supp r^ c= A (where A,, A are as in § 6), and
Write r^(y) = ^r^c^y^. Then each raj(fl) is analytic on S (cf. Suppose that OeS. Let J c= (9^ == K{x} denote the ideal of germs of analytic functions at 0 which vanish on S. Write ^3,0 = ^o/^ Bud s,o = ^oA^'^o-We expand each term of (11.3) as a power series in y with coefficients in SQ = K [[x] ], and take the induced power series in y with coefficients in ^s,o. Since each component of (p vanishes on S, the left-hand side of (11.3) §ives the same result as reducing the coefficients of ^ Ha(x)^7a! modulo ^ ; write h^(y) for the resulting element of ^olIylF-Likewise, write q^(y) and g\(y) for the elements of ^s,o [[y|] and ^ottyir induced by ^,(x+y) and go(x+y), respectively. Thus,
Since (a,, 7,) + supp^f, c: A,, then (a,, 7,) 4-supp^ c A,. Clearly, in^(y) = /" 7l .
On the other hand, by the formal division algorithm, there are unique CU}0 e 6s^ [[y] ] and R^(^) € ^otb^ such that (a,,;,) + suppQ^ c= A,, suppR^ c: A, and
Since the coefficients of h^(y) belong to ^s,o» so do those of Q,,;c(y) and Rx(y) (^ Remark 6.5); moreover, all coefficients can be evaluated in a common neighborhood of 0 in S. Comparing (11.4) and (11.5), we get R^(y) = 0. But from (11.2) and (11.5), Ro(^) = ra (y) Proof. -Let U, Xo, ...,X(+i be as above. Suppose that U is relatively compact and each X^ is semianalytic in M. Then, for each X = 0, ..., t, there is a bound on the number of connected components of (X,-X^i) ncp-1^) [ T^wark 11.11. -The assertion that (D^N) 9 + B-^°°(My = ((D^^N^+B-^^My^is local inN. Hence we can assume that N is an open subset of R" and, by Corollary 11.6, that there is a bound 5 on the number of distinct submodules S^a cz ^L where aecp" 1^) , b e N. We will prove Theorem 11.8 using the conditions of Theorem 8.2.5 with this s.
We will also use the following :
Remark 11.12. -Let X be a germ at the origin of a closed analytic subset of 1^". Let X c denote the complexification of X, and let Sing X c denote (the germ of) the singular points of X c . The real part Z of Sing X c is (a germ of) a proper analytic subset of X. There exist fi(x)eR{x} = R{^i, .. .,x^}, l^i^ k, such that the complexifications fi(z) of the/(x) generate the ideal in C{z} = C{zi,.. .,z^,} of convergent power series which vanish on X 0 . Then, for all a e X -E, e^x,a ls generated by the / (where we have used the same symbol for a germ at the origin and a representative of the germ in a suitable neighborhood, and where ^x denotes the sheaf of germs of real analytic functions vanishing on X). 
Proof of Theorem
It follows that there is a locally finite partition {X^gN of M^p such that, for each \JL :
(1) X^ is a relatively compact connected smooth semianalytic subset of M^p, and X^ lies in a product coordinate chart U^ in M 5 .
(2) X, -X, c u,<,X,. )^'
(5) (By Remark 11.12.) There exist finitely many elements 9^ of (Ly such that, if W^=={xeU^: 9^(x)=0 for all f}, then dimX= dim W^ and, for all a e X^, ^x ,a = -^w ,a == the ideal generated by the 9^, at a (where ^x ,a denotes the germs of real analytic functions vanishing on X^ at a). In particular, X^ is an .open subset of the smooth part of W^.
Let/G^^N^+B-^M/f. It is enough to prove that, for each H, there exist ^^(N) 9 and By the induction hypothesis and Cramer's rule, there is a minor 8 = 5^ of order e(k) of T?^ such that 8 is not identically zero on X and such that, for all aeX and (PJ)^, I PI ^ k,
where ^G^°°(X) is the restriction to X = X,, -(p'^Y^) of a ^°°f unction on U^ which is flat on q)"^). The minor 8 is the restriction to X of an analytic function defined on U^ (which we also denote 8).
Suppose (PJK9^, IPl^fc. By Whitney's extension theorem [27,1.4.1], there exists T^e^0 0^) such that r|j 3 is flat on W^ -X and Tif|X=^. Then, by (11.16) and (5) above, for all aeU,, (^p); belongs to the ideal in ^,a generated by 8. and the 9^. By Theorem 10.1, there exists ^e^Ly such that r^ -6'hf belongs to the ideal generated by the 9,, in ^°°(U,). Then hf vanishes on X -X and, if gf = hf\X, then g^ = Gf. for all a eX, as required. 1 ; f.^., r/i^ fs a nonzero polynomial P(x,y)eK [x,y] such that P(x,/(x)) = 0/or all xeU. Z^t N(U) denote the ring of Nash functions on U.
We can define a category of Nash manifolds and Nash mappings using, as local models, open subsets U of 1C", m e N, together with the rings N(U). Remarks 12.3. -(1) Our proof of Theorem 12.2 together with Proposition 9.6 in fact establishes 12.2 under the following more general hypothesis: Let M and N denote analytic manifolds. Let (p : M -> N be an analytic mapping, and A, B matrices of analytic functions on M, satisfying the following condition: For every a e M, there are (analytic) coordinate neighborhoods U of a in M and V of (p(a) in N, such that (p(U) c= V and both the components of (p|U and the entries of A|U and B|U belong to N(U).
(2) In the special case that M and N are algebraic manifolds, (p is a regular (rational) mapping, and A, B are matrices of regular functions on M, our proofs actually show that 91, is Zariski semicontinuous in the algebraic sense; i.e., for each aeM 5^, {x e M^p: 91^ 91,} is a closed algebraic subset of M^p. 
5MC/2 r^r M(x) -M(x)e(xy-K[[x]r anrf u(x^) -v(x,y) e(x,y) t 'K[[x,y]] q .
Remark 12.8. -The analogue of Theorem 12.6 for convergent power series is false : Let f{x) = f(x^x^ and (p,(x), f = 1, 2, 3, be as LEMMA 12.9. -Theorem 12.6 holds under the stronger assumption that each fj (x,y,u,v) eK [x,y,u,v] 
. (In this case, it is unnecessary to assume u(0) = 0.)
Proof. -For convenience, we make the following change of notation: v will mean (po,v^ ... ,i^), where VQ = 1. We also put v(x,y) = (uo(x,y) 
(x) -u(x)e(xy'K[[x]Y, v'(x,y,z) -v(x,y) €(x,y,z)
t 'K[[x,y,z] ] q+ \ and (12.11) Z ^(x,^z).^(0) + z,)
fc/ 7 = 1, ..., r. Substitute Zy = gij (x,y,u(x) ) -gy(0) into (12.11), to get q Z Vi(x,y)g, (x,y,u(x) 
where v, (x,y) = v^x,y,g(x,y,u(x) ) -g (0)), i = 0, ..., q. D Remark 12.12. -Let/i(x) eC<x> = C<Xi, ... ,x^> . Let ^(x), f=2,...,r, and F^(x,^), j=l,...,r, ^=(^1,...,^), be as in Remark 12.5. Put Z = {(;c,y) eC"^: F(x,y) =0}. We can assume that the projection n(x,y) = x of Z onto C" is finite. The smooth points of Z which are not critical points of n project onto the complement of a proper algebraic subset V of C". Clearly, /i extends to C" -V as a multivalued holomorphic function, whose various determinations are algebraic at every point of C" -V. By differentiating the system of equations F(x,/(x)) = 0 with respect to Xj, we can see that the partial derivative SfJQxj also extends to C" 1 -V as a multivalued holomorphic function whose various determinations are algebraic at every point. Proof. -Let (PJ) be a vertex of 91, = 9l(^). By Lemma 12.13, there exists g e ^?a such that ^ is algebraic and in g = y^.
D
We now complete the proof of Theorem 12.2. We can assume that K = C. Let X denote an irreducible germ at ao of a closed analytic subset of M 5^. We can assume that X is a closed analytic subset of U and that its smooth points are connected. Let 9lx denote the generic diagram of initial exponents (Definition 8.4.3). By Proposition 8.4.6(1), it suffices to find a proper closed analytic subset W of X such that 91, = 9lx for all a e X -W.
Let (P^), <f = 1, ..., r, denote the vertices of 9lx. Let k = fe(X) as in Definition 8.4.1, so that each |p^| ^ k. Let D^ be as in (8.3.2) and let Z c= X be as in Remark 8.4.4. By Lemma 8.4.5, 91. = 9lx for all aeDfcn(X -Z).
Let aieDfcn(X-Z), ai = (a;, ... ,a\). Put bi=(p(ai). Let G^y) = y^ -/(y), <f = 1, ..., r, denote the standard basis of ^, so that supp/n9lx = 0; for each^f. By Corollaries 6.8 and 12.17, each G^(y) is convergent. Thus, for b in some neighborhood of fci.we can substitute b -fci + y into G'', and expand in powers ofy: It follows from Remark 12.12 that there exist:
(1) A proper algebraic subset V of N such that fci^V, and, for each f=l,..., 5, a proper algebraic subset W of U' such that a\iW.
(2) For each f == 1, ..., t and (PJ) i 9lx, an (a prfon, multivalued) analytic function pj^ defined on N -V, such that Rpj(r) is the formal Taylor expansion (RpJ^(i;) of some branch R^ of pj^ at fci. Likewise, for each ^ = 1, ..., r, multivalued analytic functions defined on N -V (respectively, multivalued analytic functions defined on V 1 -W 1 , f=l,...,s) which extend the coefficients of Q^ (respectively, the coefficients of H;., i = 1, ..., s).
For each <f = 1, ...,(, write ri(y) = ^ ^j(a)/' 7 . We claim that, . Then W is a closed analytic subset of X, and a^W. By (12.19) and (2) above, the coefficients rp/a) of each Gi(y) = /^ -r[(y), as well as the coefficients of the Q^ composed with (p, and the coefficients of the H;., can be analytically continued (as multivalued functions) throughout X -W. By continuity and (12.18), if aeW, then any analytic continuation of (the coefficients of) Gi(y) to a results in an element of ^,. If ae X -(ZuW), then 9la c: 9lx; it follows from uniqueness of the standard basis that any analytic continuation of G^(y) to a gives the same result, and that 9la=9^x. The result is trivial if k = 0. Suppose that k = 1. We can assume that K = C and that Z has pure dimension n -1. Since Z is coherent, the multiplicity of Z is Zariski semicontinuous, by Theorem 7.4 and Remark 6.10. Let T| : Z 7 -^ Z denote the normalization of Z. Since r| is finite, it follows that (after shrinking N if necessary) there is a filtration of Z by closed analytic subsets, Z = Zo =» Zi =) ... =) Z,+i == 0, RELATIONS AMONG ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 69 such that, for each i = 0, ..., t:
(1) Z, -Z,+i is smooth and connected.
(2) Let Z; = TI-^Z,). Then TI|(Z;-Z^): Z; -Z;^ ^ Z, -Z,^ is a smooth covering projection.
(3) The multiplicity of Z is constant on Z, -Z,+i.
It follows from (2) that, for each f, there are finitely many analytic sets Zy defined in a neighborhood of Z,-Z,+i, such that, for all beZ, -Z,+i, the germs Zy^ of the Zy at b are the distinct irreducible components of Z^,. Then, by (3), for each i and j, the multiplicity of Zyf, is constant on Z, -Z,+i.
Let X^qr^Z,), f=0,...,r. Suppose that a=(a 1 ,.. .^eX.-X.-n. Then, for each ^ = 1, ...,s, there is a j such that Ker (p*. This completes the proof in the case k = 1.
In general, by the representation theorem for germs of analytic sets [32, Ch. Ill], we can assume:
(1) There is a neighborhood V of 0 in K"^ such that N = V x K^ c: K"^ x K^.
(2) Let y = (^i,... ,}/") denote the coordinates in K". Then, for each i = 1, ...,fe, there is a monic polynomial P,e ^(V) [Y^-,+i] such that P, vanishes on Z. Suppose that (p(ao) = 0 in N c: C". Since dim Z = m, we can assume that N = 1ST x •1ST c: C" x C^ and that the projection n: N -> N' induces a finite (i.e., proper and locally finite) mapping of Z onto N\ Let 9 = 7i o (p, 9 = (9i, ..., 9J . Let a e M and let m^^a denote the iHeal in (9 a generated by rrie^) (via the homomorphism 9*). Since 9 is finite, dimc^a/^w^a < °o • LEMMA 14.3. -Let £ = dimc^a/^fl)-^-Then m^1 c m^'^a'
Proof. -If j ^ 1 and me^-^a -+-^ = m^^a + TH^S then, by Nakayama's lemma, m^'^a = ^w^a + ^a, so that m^ c: me^-^-Suppose m^1 ^-me^-^. Then, for all j ^ £ + 1, dimc^/One^-^+m^1) > dimc^/^e^-^+m^).
Therefore, dim^a/me^ • ^, ^ dimc^/One^-^+m;^2) > <f ; a contradiction. Q Remark 14.4. -We define the multiplicity mult,, 9 of 9 at a by mult,, 9 = dimKQ _ Oa ® K^) , 
